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 This paper presents a novel probabilistic approach for computation of the 
reactive power margin (or Q-margin) of a power system with large-scale 
uncertain wind generation. Conventionally, Q-margin has been used as an 
index for indicating the system voltage stability level on system operation 
and planning. The conventional Q-margin method needs to be modified to 
fully accommodate uncertainties due to wind generation. This paper proposes 
a new Q-margin computation method using Q-matrix and the expected Q-
margin (EQM). Q-matrix is a generic uncertainty matrix representing a 
discrete joint distribution of load and wind generation and the EQM, 
calculated from the Q-matrix, is a specific probabilistic variable that 
supersedes the conventional Q-margin. The proposed method is verified with 
the IEEE 39-bus test system including wind generation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

One of the serious concerns about integration of large-scale wind power into the power system is the 
impact of generation uncertainty on voltage stability [1]. The theory of voltage stability suggests that more 
reactive power support is needed if the transmission lines are heavily loaded. Then if reactive power is not 
properly managed, the corresponding bus voltages at the receiving ends will slip to the unstable region, and 
potentially cause local voltage instability, or at worst, a widespread system voltage collapse. Large-scale 
wind generation not only affects the voltages at the receiving ends, but its intermittent nature introduces a 
great deal of uncertainty, which further intensifies its negative impact on voltage [2],[3]. Increasing 
occurrence of voltage problems has already been experienced in several control areas with fast growth of 
wind generation. This places an urgent request for new methodologies for assessment of voltage stability. 

One of the critical topics in voltage stability analysis is assessment of reactive power adequacy. 
Adequate reactive power ensures the static voltage stability. This is an essential assumption for many other 
reliability/security studies, including transient stability analysis. Two important indices are often used: active 
power margin (P-margin) and reactive power margin (Q-margin) [4]. Both indices measure how close the 
current voltage level is to the instability region. They are also used to find where and how much reactive 
power needs to be compensated. The current methodologies of Q-margin estimation are based on 
deterministic approaches [5]-[8]. These deterministic approaches only consider certain worst-case scenarios 
associated with the load. Although these approaches work fine if the load is the only major uncertainty, they 
become inadequate if significant resource-side uncertainties of the power balancing equation are introduced. 

This paper presents a novel probabilistic approach for Q-margin computation of a power system 
with uncertain wind generation. The proposed approach takes into account the uncertainties of the load and 
wind generation through a dependence matrix. Along with the conventional deterministic methods, this new 
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approach can be used to find the distribution of Q-margin. The Q-margin distribution provides essential 
information to support operational decisions under uncertainty. An illustrative example is presented to show 
a computation of the expected Q-margin (EQM) based on its distribution in the IEEE 39-bus testing system. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a brief overview of the 
conventional Q-margin and QV analysis; Section 3 describes the uncertainty matrix model for the load and 
wind generation; Section 4 presents how to apply the proposed method to a sample system; and Section 5 
discusses the simulation results; Section 6 is the conclusion of this paper. 
 
 
2. Q-MARGINAND QV ANALYSIS 

Assessment of reactive power adequacy in system voltage stability analysis can be explained by the 
QV curve [7]. A QV curve usually is constructed numerically based on a series of load-flow analysis. A 
typical QV curve has a convex contour as shown in Figure 1.  

QV curve describes the variation of bus voltages with respect to reactive power injections and 
consumptions. In Figure 1, the lowest level of the curve is the maximum Mvar load, at which the derivative 
dQ/dV equals to zero. Additional consumption of reactive power beyond this critical level will drive the bus 
voltage to the left side of the dashed vertical line, i.e., the unstable region. The reactive power and the voltage 
associated with the critical level can be used to determine the minimum reactive power needed for voltage 
stability. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. A Typical QV curve 
 

Once the voltage stability limit is known, the QV curve can be used to determine how much reactive 
power is needed from such voltage compensation devices as shunt capacitors, static VAR compensators 
(SVC), or Static Synchronous Compensators (STATCOM), to improve the security cushion for voltage 
collapse risk. 

How far the current operation state is to the critical voltage stability limit usually is represented by 
the Q-margin. Q-margin is the difference between the reactive power of the voltage stability limit and that of 
the current operating point.  

Q-margin of any given scenario can be obtained through load flow analysis with a fictitious 
synchronous condenser (SC) attached to the bus of interest [8]. Each point on the QV curve can be found 
based on the amount of reactive power needed from SC for maintaining the given voltage setting point. 
 
 
3. A MATRIX MODEL OF UNCERTAINTIES OF LOAD AND WIND GENERATION 
 
3.1. Two Key Modeling Issues 

There are two essential issues in modeling the uncertainties of the load and wind generation: first, 
how to capture the coincidence of the uncertain load and wind generation in modeling; second, how to 
incorporate the modeled uncertainties into Q-margin estimation. 

The key to uncertainty modeling depends on if the “inter-correlation” between the load and the wind 
generation can be appropriately incorporated. For example on, a strong negative dependence between the 
load and wind generation of a large wind farm at the Midwest ISO has been reported [9]. Although such 
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dependence profiles could be different at the different locations and time horizons, a well-designed 
uncertainty model should be able to identify such dependences, if they exist. Incorporation of the inter-
correlation will significantly improve the effectiveness of the uncertainty model [10]. 

Another major issue of uncertainty modeling is to incorporate those uncertainties in current practical 
methods. It is desirable to have a flexible model that can be easily incorporated into the current methods. In 
addition, such models should be able to provide insights on the impact of the uncertainties. These factors are 
considered in the proposed method. 
 
3.2. Matrix Structure of Uncertainties 

Three essential issues in uncertainty modeling can be well addressed with a matrix structure as 
shown Figure 2. 
 

 
 

Figure 2. ATypical structure of an uncertainty matrix 
 

The matrix shown in Figure 2 contains the following information: first, each entry represents a 
scenario for given load and wind generation levels defined by Dij; second, the number in each entry (Dij) 
represents the discrete joint probability, or weights, of the corresponding scenario; third, the coincidence 
between the load and wind generation is described by the distribution of weights of all entries. 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Matrices with (a) negative dependenceand (b) positive dependence 
 

For example, the negative dependence between the load and wind generation will have the mass of 
the weights distributed around the diagonal position shown in Figure3(a). While a positive dependence 
between both variables will distribute the mass of weights around the diagonal direction in Figure3(b). If 
there is no strong inter-correlation between both variables, the mass will be evenly dispersed over the matrix. 

The matrix model as shown in Figure 2 reflects the finite discretizaton of the joint distribution of 
two random numbers, i.e., the load and wind generation. The probability of each entry or case, Dij, can be 
obtained based on real observations. This probability Dij can be determined statistically: 
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This uncertainty matrix can be formulated once all the probabilities (Dij, for all i, j) are found. The 
columns in the matrix represent different levels of wind generation output and the rows represent different 
load levels. Since each entry has the likelihood of a given load and wind generation combination, it is a non-
negative real number between 0 and 1. All coefficients in the uncertainty matrix are probability densities, the 
following condition must hold: 
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where, Dij is the coefficient in column i row j in the matrix.   (2) 

 
The condition of (2) can be satisfied with the appropriate partition of the observed data. 
 
3.3. Distribution of Q-Margin 

For a given scenario defined in the uncertainty matrix, e.g., Dij, the conventional methods can be 
used to compute the Q-margins. Once the Q-margins of all scenarios are found, a Q-margin matrix can be 
obtained, which is the same dimension of the uncertainty matrix and contains all the computed Q-margin 
values under the scenario, as shown in Figure 4. 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Q-Margin matrix 
 

Q-margin values in the matrix form represent Q-margin distribution and the Q-margin matrix can be 
used to support the operation decision under uncertainty. More specifically, with this distribution, the risk in 
Q-margin thus can be quantified due to integration of wind generation. For example, the expected Q-margin 
(EQM) can be found with the following equation, 
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whereQij is i-th row and j-th column entry in the Q-margin matrix respectively. Other risk measures, such as 
variance of Q-margin (VQM) can also be readily obtained, 
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There are various advantages in adopting the matrix structure for computation of Q-margin 
distribution. First, the matrix model is able to incorporate the coincidence information, if there is any. 
Second, the matrix model can be easily implemented for any bus locations. Third, the matrix model can be 
used for analysis of different time horizons such as hourly, daily, weekly and monthly, etc. Fourth, the 
estimation of the probabilities/weights is easily implemented. Fifth, it can be incorporated into the current 
methods for estimation of reliability indices. In addition, during the process of construction, the uncertainty 
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matrix may offer valuable insights on voltage stability. Many other methods for uncertainty analysis, e.g., 
Monte Carlo simulation, couldn’t provide much information during the simulation process. 
 
 
4. CASE STUDY 
 
4.1. System Configuration 

This section presents a Q-margin analysis with the proposed method for Q-margin analysis for the 
IEEE 39-bus system as described in [11]. There are six wind farms inside the wind generation area of the 
upper right corner as shown in Figure 5. The wind farms are represented by circled W’s. In this testing power 
system, a load zone is located in the middle and the surrounding represents the conventional generation area. 
 

 
 

Figure 5. IEEE 39-bus Testing System with Six Wind Farms 
 

To simplify the illustration, ten levels of load and ten levels of wind generation are presented as 
defined in Table II. The range of change of wind generation is 100% from zero MW to the maximum total 
capacity of 684MW. Without losing generality, the load changes are assumed proportionally with a range 
from -5% to 5%, the difference between peak load and base load is about 613MW. The total capacity of 
conventional generation is 6187MW. Therefore, the capacity penetration ratio (PR) of wind generation in this 
study is around 10%, calculated based on (5): 

10%100
684MW6187MW

684MW

Capacity Gen.  WindCapacity  Gen. alConvention

Capacity Gen. Wind
PR(%) 







            

(5) 
 
Table I shows the defined case study scenarios with case indices from 00 to 99. 
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Table I. Case Number Assignment 

 
 

To identify the buses which may have voltage problems, a set of contingency analysis has been 
performed under N-1 criteria for the 100 cases defined in Table I. For each case study scenario defined, the 
occurrences of significant voltage drops (below 0.9p.u.) are counted for each bus. Without losing generality, 
we will consider those with high frequency of voltage drops as “weak” buses.  

Through the contingency analysis, bus 3, 8 and 15, are selected as the candidates for Q-margin 
computation because there are high occurrences of voltage problems at three buses. For only bus 8,the 
simulation results will be presented in Section 5 as the representative of three selected buses becausethe 
similar results are shown for the other selected buses. 
 
4.2. Uncertainty Matrix 

The uncertainty matrix of load and wind generation can be constructed with (1) and (2) based on 
historical observations. In this example, three types of matrices are arbitrarily given for illustration purposes: 
positive dependence matrix, negative dependence matrix and independence matrix. Table II and Table III 
show a positively dependent case anda negatively dependent case between the load and wind generation, 
respectively. For the independence matrix used in this example, all entries in the matrix are set equal to 0.01. 
 

Table II. Postive Dependence 

 
 

Table III. Negative Dependence 
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5. CASE STUDY 
 
5.1. Q-margin Matrix 

The Q-margin matrix for bus 8 consists of Q-margins which are computed inall case scenarios. For 
example, for case 24 as defined in Table I, the total system load is 5655.8MW and the wind generation level 
is 304MW. In case 24, Q-margin for bus 8 is 1321.2MW. Analogously Q-margins for other cases are found 
in Table IV. 

Table IV. Q-Margin Matirx for Bus 8 

 
 

5.2. EQM and VQM 
EQM and VQM for bus 8 can be computedwithone of Table II andIII and IV,that contain 

information of Q-margins and the corresponding probabilities in two identical size matrices. Figure 6 shows 
the EQMsat bus 8 in three different dependence conditionsbetween the load and wind generation: 
independent, positively dependent and negatively dependent, respectively. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. EQMs at Bus 8 
Figure 7 shows the distributions of Q-margins in three dependence conditions to calculate the 

variance of the Q-margins (VQM). Note that Q-margins in positive dependence are more concentrated than 
the others. This is because a significantly narrow range of Q-margins, from 1306Mvar (case 99) to 1390Mvar 
(case 00) are picked up from the Q-margin matrix in the computation process of EQM. 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Three Distributions of Q-margins at Bus 8 
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Different EQMs and VQMs computed from different dependence matrices represent the quantitative 
impact of uncertain wind generation on the system voltage stability. The uncertainty dependence matrices are 
arbitrarily given. How dependent the load and the wind generation are will affect the operational decisions in 
the end. Therefore, EQM and VQM can be utilized by the system operatorswho attempt to make 
sophisticated operational decisions considering uncertainties of the load and wind generation. 

 
 

6. CONCLUSION 
This paper presents a probabilistic approach for assessment of reactive power reserve of a power 

system with large-scale uncertain wind generation. A matrix structure is proposed so that the uncertainty 
relationship between the load and wind generation can be modeled and implemented. With the proposed 
method, quantitative information about the uncertainties, such as EQM and VQM can be obtained. Such 
quantitative information can be utilized to make sophisticatedoperational decisions under uncertainty. Unlike 
Monte Carlo simulation methods, the proposed approach is able to provide more insights on the inter-
relations of the load, wind generation, and reactive power reserve. The proposed method can be a tool 
considering uncertainty and dependencyin other on-going system estimation applications. Numerical 
simulation with the IEEE 39-bus system demonstrates how the proposed method is implemented and what 
the computed EQM and VQM represent. 
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